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FEMALE POWER IN THE MAKING. 
STUDENTS PAI\TlCIPATE IN STUDENT UNION FOI\UM. 
STUDENTS USE THE COMPUTERIZED LlBI\AI\Y CATALOG. 
OHI SMILEI ... 
5 
YOUR FUTURE DEPENDS ON 
WHAT YOU HAVE IN MIND 
In NOT LIKELY THAT ACADEMIC STANDING IS ON THE MIND OF EARTHA GREEN 
" 
AUDREY WILLIAMS. ('8.3). TYPESETTER FOR ALL STUDENT SPONSORED EVENTS. 







(LEFT TO RIGHT) JANE SCHULMAN. COUNSELOR; TED THEODOROU. COOP COUNSELOR; AND PETm 
JONAS. ASSISTANT TO THE DEAN OF STUDENT smVICES. GREET POTENTIAL LAGUARDIA Fl\ESHMEN 
10 
LAGUARDIA AT WORK: 
THE ALUMNI FACTOR 
MEMORIES AND MESSAGES FROM SIX LAGUARDIA 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE ALUMNI AND EMPLOYEES 
NAME: DOROTHY LEUNG 
GRADUATION: SEPTEMBER 1980 
POSITION AT LAGUARDIA: DIRECTOR, DIETETIC PROGRAM 
GRADUATION FROM LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
MEANT THAT .. • 
I could surpass barriers (a long hiatus from school, age, poor 
writing skills, and a family) to get what I wanted and needed: a 
degree in Dietetics and the confidence to further my education. 
I THINK THE 1985/86 LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
GRADUATES SHOULD .• . 
Continue to have faith in themselves no matter how difficult it 
gets. 
DOROTHY LEUNG INSTRUCTS TWO DIETETIC PROGRAM STUDENTS IN FOOD PREPARATION . 
11 
NAME: DENNIS SHURN 
GRADUATION: FEBRUARY 1978 
POSITION AT LAGUARDIA: DIRECTOR, BUILDINGS AND 
GROUNDS 
GRADUATION FROM LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
MEANT THAT ••. 
I found education was enjoyable, and that I had reached a 
transition point. Finding a 'void in management' and 'lacking in 
people methods,' I continued my education in Human Resource 
Management. 
I THINK THE 1985/86 LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
GRADUATES SHOULD ••. 
Stop! Think about their next step. Failure is only when you feel 
you are incapablel 
NAME: SHIRLEY SAULSBURY 
GRADUATION: FEBRUARY 1979 
POSITION AT LAGUARDIA: ASSISTANT TO THE DEAN, 
CONTINUING EDUCATION 
GRADUATION FROM LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
MEANT THAT . . . 
I unearthed new skills and abilities. It also meant that to further my 
education, I had to leave the supportive "second family" 
atmosphere I had at laGuardia. 
I THINK THE 1985/86 LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
GRADUATES SHOULD • . . 
Seriously consider continuing their education without 
interruption, or be determined to 'be the best' in their choice of 
employment. 




NAME: VINCENT BANREY 
GRADUATION: MARCH 1977 
POSITION AT LAGUARDIA: ACTING DIRECTOR, 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES; 
FACULTY ADVISOR, LAGUARDIA YEARBOOK 
GRADUATION FROM LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY 
COLLEGE MEANT THAT .• . 
I had resolved my career choice conflict (aviation 
mechanic or business/public administration). At 
graduation, I was a keynote speaker; and, at home, 
friends and family now wanted to go to college. My 
success at CUNY also includes a B.S. in Business 
Administration and attendance in graduate chool in 
Public Administration. 
I THINK THAT THE 1985/86 LAGUARDIA 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE GRADUATES SHOULD .. . 
Help support this institution so that it may remain here, 
enlarge and strengthen its curricula so that others like 
you and I may accompli h our educational and 
professional goals. 
VINCENT OANREY AND UMOJA KWANGUVU. TICKET PROGRAM AND PERFORMING ARTS COORDINATOR OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES. DISCUSS YEAf\OOOK 
LAYOUT 
NAME: BARBARA MULHILL 
GRADUATION: SEPTEMBER 1973 
POSITION AT LAGUARDIA: COLLEGE LABORATORY 
TECHNICIAN, DATA PROCESSING 
GRADUATION FROM LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
MEANT THAT ... 
I was the first in my family to get a college education. It enabled 
me to be independent, earn a decent living and help support my 
family. 
I THINK THE 1985/86 LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
GRADUATES SHOULD . .. 
Realize that LaGuardia was a learning guide for the long term 
learning process ahead. 
(LEFT TO fl.IGHT) [)A[l.[)AM MULHILL WITH MmCEDES ACOSTA AND LUZ GAM[)A, COLLEGE LA[) TECHNICIANS, fl.EVIEW SYSTEMS ACCCOUNT 
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KAY ZEtASKOWSKII\ECElVES A GRANTS nUDGET mOM ELLEN All AMUI\A. 
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NAME: leA Y ZELASKOWSKI 
GRADUATION: FEBRUARY 1980 
POSITION AT LAGUARDIA: GRANTS OFFICER 
GRADUATION FROM LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
MEANT THAT •.• 
I discovered my ability for the fine art of 'time management.' As 
a wife, mother and student, attending lunch hour classes, I 
proved I could complete goals. My new goal is a bachelor's 
degree. 
I THINK THE 1985/86 LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
GRADUATES SHOULD ••. 
Keep in touch. laGuardia's faculty and administration extend 




ACOU PROVES IT 
"Middle College Works" and for 
Angelo K yriacou, it really did. Angelo 
describes himself as a former truant from 
Bryant High School, who at the recom-
mendation of a friend, transferred to 
LaGuardia's Middle College High School 
in September, 1979. 
" If it wasn't for Middle College, I 
would not have graduated from high 
school," is what Angelo states as he talks 
about his adolescent years. Growing up 
in a big "commercial" high school where 
his friends encouraged him to skip classes 
was all this young man of Cypriot descent can recall. But LaGuardia has changed his life. 
While studying at Middle College, Angelo interned in the college's Print Shop, where he learned to 
run the presses, copiers and handle departmental billing. "I even trained the other college work-
study and student interns." When he graduated in June, 1981 , he was nineteen and based on the 
recommendation of his supervisor, MiI~e Accordino, Angelo was hired by the department as a col-
lege assistant. In February, 1985, he was appointed as a Higher Education Aide and views this 
achievement as motivation to continue his education. 
Angelo is also a musician. While he writes and records his own music, he mostly ploys the guitar 
and frequently rotates with different rock bands. In addition to the guitar, he plays the bass, clarinet, 
saxophone and drums. Inspired by the music of John Lennon and the Beatles, Angelo " tal~es a little 
from rocl~, disco, pop and classical" music as he composes for his own recordings. 
Like many of those who work at the college while earning an education, Angelo finds LaGuar-
dia's atmosphere is "friendly and a nice place to worl~." And he is the first to admit that if LaGuardia 







" Make a career out of growing in col-
lege" was the motto that attracted 
Stephanie Carol Chavous to LaGuardia 
Community College. During the past 
three years, while she majored in ac-
counting, " Stet' ' (as she is affectionately 
referred to by her family, friends and co-
workers) also worked in the college's 
Support Services area. 
She interned in the Supply Room, Mail 
Room and Receiving Departments. As a 
College Assistant, Stef now works in the 
ID/Keys Office where she photographs 
students, faculty and staff for identifica-
tion cards. Her duties also require that she cut keys and install locks. . 
In March, 1985, Stephanie graduated and received an ASSOCiate in Applied Sciences (AAS) 
degree, with honors. She plans to attend York College in the fall where she will major in Business 
Management. This mathematically inclined young woman intends to own a small business in the 
future. But in the meantime, she is considering enrolling in LaGuardia's newest program to train 
Emergency Medical Technicians (EMT Paramedics). 
Stephanie found LaGuardia's Professors to be patient and supportive and recommends others to 
attend this " career-oriented" college because of the Cooperative Education program. 
As one of fourteen children, " Stef" feels that LaGuardia is " like another family" and although she 
has graduated, she intends to remain at the college as a staff member. Stephanie Chavous is 
another reason why LaGuardia works. 
OLIVER DENNIS 
BROCK 
1985 GUARD OF 
THEYEAR 
In recognition for outstanding con-
tributions to his department and the 
college community, Corporal Oliver 
Dennis l3rock received the 1985 
Guard of the Year Award. 
Leadership, loyalty and coopera-
tion in the performance of his job 
duties were the criteria which 
qualified Cpl. l3rock for this 
achievement. 
Presented annually by the Direc-
tor, Mr. AI Longobardi, and the 
supervisors of the Operational Ser-
vices Department, the award 
demonstrates their appreciation of a 
security officer's accomplishments 
while on the job. 
Uniformed guard service is essential to the protection and security of personnel, facilities and sup-
plies at LaGuardia Community College. 
WHY l3ROCK? 
To sum it up in one word - loyalty. l3rock (who prefers to be called by his last name) is loyal to 
his job, the college, his friends and himself. The twenty-six year old is single, was born in Queens, 
New York where he resides with his mother and younger sisters. He is one of nine children. Among 
his interests are fishing, rollerskating and cutting glass. He is a veteran of the U.S. Army where he 
specialized in communications and " driving tanks and blowing up targets." 
l3rock works the evening shift along with his " crew," who is supervised by Michael " Mike" 
Buonocore and Captain Alberta Sanders. He has been at the college for nearly four years and likes 
the nature of his aSSignment. 
Involved in security for almost ten years, Corporal l3rock has significantly demonstrated the impor-
tance of this service to the college. 
For a popular individual who views himself as " closed," l3rock has a way of opening almost 













The unionization of happiness. 
Dean Hamilton and Daisy Rodriguez. Student Government President '65, 
explain the Student Union Referendum. 
Peter Janos, Asst. to the Dean of Students; Dean Hamilton; and Eugenio White, 
Student Governor, form 0 Student Union Panel. 
Luis Merchant, Coordinator of Student Organlzotlons, opening the forum on 
the Student Union Referendum. 
Vincent Dontey. Acting Director of Student ACTivities. explains a point. 
A concerned studenT poses 0 question. 
21 
Ms. Lena Horne. guesr of honor. wlrh Presldenr Shenker or rhe LaGuardlo Tradlrlon 
Dinner In rhe Waldorf Asrorla Horel. Februory 27. 1966. 
Ms. Jacqueline Jackson. wife of rhe Reverend Jesse Jackson. srresses a polnr during 
Afrkal)-Amerkan Hisrory Month. February. 1985. 
(L. TO R.) Pres. ~henker; ~hella Gordon. Assoc. Dean of Developmenr; Mrs. William Ellinghous and Mr. William 
Eilinghaus. 1sr reclplenr of the Evongellne GoulerO$-Corey Award. 
22 
Dr. Augusto Kappner. newly-oppolnred Presidenr 
of rhe Borough of Manhanan Community ColI~ 
wlrh Vice Presldenr Manln Moed. President 
Koppner served os Chairperson of Human ~rvkes 
and Dean of Conrlnulng Educorlon or LaGuardia. 
LoGuardla's John Dennis (front) Is outrebounded by a member of the WB15 5ureshots while Jesus Pizarro (bock) keeps on eye on his man, 
Manhew Sherode says " '5cuse me while I kiss the pie," With her Jowls stuffed with mudple, Celeste Davis looks like Morlon 




loGuordlo, IrOO! row rhlrd Iefr, os 0 rnem~ of The Ellis blond Consrobuloty 
26 
FIORELLO H. 
A CIVIL RIGHTS 
We, the people of the United Stotes In 
order to form 0 more perfect union, estobllsh 
Justice. ensure domestic tronquillty. provide 
for the common defense. promote the 
generol welfore. ond secure the blessing of 
llbeny to ourselves ond our posterity. do or-
doln ond estobllsh this Constitution for the 
United Stotes of Amerlco." 
The preomble of the Constitution of the 
United Stotes. written by our founding fothers. 
provides protection to 011 notlve born or 
noturollzed citizens ond to ony other persons 
residing In the United Stotes. In 1791 . the first 
ten omeOOmenrs. known os the " 0111 of 
Rl9hts" were rotlfled to further the protection 
of citizens ond residents. 
Fiorello H. LoGuordlo. on evening student 
of low ot New York University. received on 
LLO In 1910. proctlced low. ond wos very oc-
tlve In locol Republlcon politiCS. He served os 
Deputy Attorney Generol of New York Stote 
from 191~1917. ond wos elected to Con-
gress on Morch 4. 1917. but left to serve with 
the U.S. Air Force In World Wor I. 
He wos the first three-term Moyor of New 
York. hovlng served from 193,).1945. Hoving 
been born In 0 poor fomlly. he understood 
ond emphothlzed with victims of deprlvotlon 
In 011 of Its ospecrs. 000 he worked folthfully. 
courogeously ond effectively to Improve the 
clrcumstonces of dlsodvontoged citizens In the 
city ond the notion. He went even further. 
LoGuordlo wos the first moJor Amerlcon 
polltlcol figure to speok out ogo nst Hitler. 
From the very beginning. Moyor LoGuordlo 
did not endorse the evil fosclst regime In Ger-
mony thot storted In 19J2 ond ended In 
1945. He worned the world of the upcoming 
mossocre ogolnst the humon roce. 
LAGUARDIA 
POLITICAL LEADER 
In 19JO, Congressman LaGuardia sold, " I 
will protect the civil rights of every citizen." 
This composslon and determination were put 
to the ultimate test In the Harlem race riot of 
1935 and again In 194.'), both of which he 
dealt with evenhandedly. 
He helped to open new doors to minorities, 
built housing projects, created more job op-
portunities, enacted child minimum wage 
lows, reduced the long working hours for 
women and estobllshed better conditions In 
public educational Institutions. Under his ad-
ministration, the procedures for the police 
deportment were reviewed In order to end Il-
legal use of force and racial discrimination 
against block communities. 
The Supreme Court, as the guardian of the 
Constitution and as the only non-electlve 
body, Initiated a new historical period, the 
" Civil Rights" era, which began In 1937. 
Mayor LaGuardia was a pioneer of this 
developing movement. 
The people's resentment against racial 
discrimination and poverty In the midst of 
plenty was received and given brooder airing 
by LaGuardia. He was able to make a dif-
ference by speaking In the Interest of Blocks 
and Hispanics, poor white American families 
and newly-orrlved Immigrants. Due to his 
great political Influence, he was one of the 
few able to apply the existing and champion 
other lows to protect these communities. 
Very few leaders can be compo red to 
Mayor LaGuardia when It comes to upholding 
those rights and privileges that are uniquely 
American. 
U.S. Army AI.r Forc~, WOI1d Wcx I. 
Y~sl and he did II on unprecedenr~ Ihr~ II~s. 
27 
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Martin Luther King Jr. 
KING: THE VISION AND THE FULFILLMENT 
That every American citizen inherit the right and respon-
sibilities of citizenship was the essence of Martin Luther King Jr.'s 
great vision, and also that every human should be accorded 
the dignity and respect due human beings. King, one of the 
masterminds behind the wonderful revolution of Block 
Americans and others by the use of peaceful civil disobe-
dience, was a fine example for taday's yauth.* 
Born January 15 during the tumultuous year of 1929 to a 
Baptist preacher and his wife, a preacher's daughter, King 
himself answered the " colling" to a religious life but utilized his 
vocation in such a way as to galvanize a lethargic and 
apathetic notion to shame and to action, and a strong, 
courageous and enduring people to insist on the rights of 
citizenship and the human rights with which they are imbued, 
yet denied by th~ ignorance and willful enforcement of many 
factions of American society. As a youth, Martin excelled at his 
studies. Graduating from Morehouse College in Alabama at 19 
years of age, Martin pursued his M.A. and Ph.D. at Crazer 
Seminary and Boston University. His majors In English and 
Sociology and his oratorical skills left him singularly fitted ·far his 
future role as a fighter for freedom. King was a bright light 
among the many fearless leaders In the fight for Civil rights. He 
constantly encouraged his supporters towards the path of 
passive resistance while some contemporaries of his were ad-
vocating and upholding violence as the means of forcing this 
notion to actively enforce its Constitution on behalf of all 
American citizens. By skillfully adopting the wisdom of his 
childhood models Tubman, Turner, Vessey, Douglas, Thoreau, 
and Ghandi, Martin Luther King assured the constant progress 
of his vision of hope. 
Two notable achievements were the Montgomery bus 
boycott which led to the 1956 Supreme Court declaration 
against that city 's bus segregation lows, and the 1963 March on 
Washington which led to King and other Block leaders assisting 
in the formation of the Civil Rights Bill . Unfortunately, leaders of 
great vision rarely attain great age. King was murdered in 
1968, a victim of the prejudicial violence that was his life's work 
to abolish. This year sow the nationalization of Martin Luther 
King Jr.'s birthday. This in itself was a grand gesture of respect 
for the man and a testament of the Impact of his vision on 
American history and in our world where the horror of South 
African apartheid (0 system which should be repugnant to 
every respecter of human life and dignity) Is tolerated, though 
a bit frayed; and in which raCial segregation Is still implemented 
and rationalized in New York City schools. When equal oppor-
tunity is often a matter of ridicule and resistance, all can see the 
need for further steps, individually and collectively, to Insure 
that this notion does not foil due to on inability of its people to 
cherish and uphold Constitutional and human rights with ever 
present vigilance. King himself articulated well " why we can't 
walt" In a book of the some title. Great strides have been 
token but much is yet to be done before we can soy that we 
have reached the pinnacle of his vision: that all people be 
judged by the content of their character and not by the color of 
their skin. 
* Lessan for taday's youth: 
to seek knowledge 
to know your history 
to stay away from the deceptive web of 
non-involvement 
by being aware of your rights and of world events 
to be a responsible citizen of the notion in which you live 
-
Marching along highway from Selma to Montgomery wjth his ~fe Coretta be-
side him, Dr. King leads his followers. Always near htm durtng the five-day 
march was big James Orange a). 
IN MEMORIAM: MARTIN LUTHER KING 
by Umojo K wonguvu 
MAN of moral conviction 
MINISTER from Montgomery 
MURDERED by a mad American 
at a motel in Memphis 
Mover of people, 
he climbed to the mountain top 
and found it a vicious volcano 
Model soul and spirit 
of a nation gone wild 
with its super strength 
Mouth of a people 
in quest of quiet power 
to rise above the rubble 
of racist ruthlessness 
Mentor of a movement 
of conscience and controlled 
militancy 
Mender of a dream, deferred, 
defiled maimed and defaulted 
Master of monstrous men 
whom he chose to serve, 
to save, to strengthen 
Martyr of mighty meekness 
fearless in face-
of fierceness and foe 
Maker of peace, 
prophet of hope 
preacher of love 
practictioner of change, 
marcher for freedom 
for justice and jobs 
Maligned and misunderstood 
by men 
then mockingly mourned 
by the same men. 
This poem was wrltren during Dr. King's funeral. The 
prolnlc use of " M" words evokes the sound of mourn-
Ing. Ironlcolly, 011 three of the moSt prominent men 
assasslnoted during the Civil Rights Movement hod 
nomes beginning with " M": Medgor Evors (196:3), 
Molcolm X (1965), Monln L. King (1968) 
years now me Statue of Liberty has stood toll and proud over au 
marvelous lady represents a special feeling that can only be 4,.,,,,r;"I"1_ 
af phenomenon reaching from the Son Andreas fault to the Great 
most of all, it represents the ability to grow and expand, Individually os well 
collectively. 
THIS great monument began as on ideo derived from on Impression formed 
E deric Auguste Bortholdl, a young French Sculptor. Taking the Egyptian pyramids 
to account, he was fascinated with the prospect of creating his own mo orh 
monum nr. Bedloe's Island In New York became his easel. In November of 187 
h~ began to construct what would soon become 0 symbol of freedom f 
United States. 
BY 1876 Bartholdl and his craftsmen hod completed phose one of consJI'U 
the torch. It was moved to Madison Square Park In Manhattan In 1877. 
878 the lady's head was fin ished, and moved to Paris. Six years following 
complishment, the Statue was totally ready to be claimed. The lady towered over 
the Streets of Paris, awaiting her true home. In 1885, Ms. Liberty was dis t d, 
and packaged for the great land known as the United States. 
ON a stormy day in June of 1885, the colossal statue arrived at Its destination, tM 
United States. It remained on 13edloe's Island until July, 1886, when the first rivet, 
aptly named 13ortholdl, was topped Into place. The grear lady 
piece by piece, until It finally stood rebuilt In October. And on th 
tober 28, 1886, a landmark was born. 
FOLLOWING parades and a multitude of euphoric celebrations, the 
finally unveiled. The woman of copper has stood tor a hundred Y"I'S; OQt"'~lIIlno 
symbol of American pr~ for aU who wltbln1ts ~~""~~ "Qun.::Jorll_ 
,J:aln.VU\,;I1n the lost 100 
If 
HUGO LEWENTAL 
This 1986 LaGuardia 
graduate came to us from 
Germany by way of Ellis 
Island. We are indeed glad 
that the great lady admitted 
him, and we thank him for the 
use of these valuable papers 
. . . the documents of a good 
American and a proud 
LaGuardian! 
UNIVERSITY f.~/\. 1 ENS ION 
























" Statue of libe
rty sYmbolizes










I)A TI~f3 f3AMI: 
§1i()W 
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THE RHYTHM OF THE NIGHT BELONGED TO SAMUEL SANCHEZ AS 
DEBARGE. 
PHYLLIS JORDAN (4th PLACE. FIRST SHOW) HAD THE MUSCLES THAT 
DIANA ROSS Will NEVER HAVE THE PLEASURE OF. 
GRACE JONE5 COULDN'T MAKE THE SHOW, BUT SHE SENT 
HER STAND-IN TWIN, GABRIEL JOACHIM BRE5SON. 
VINCE BURKETT AND SHILLER AGUILH'S VEP.SION OF RUN DMC's " KING OF ROCK" GOT THEM is! PLACE IN 
THE SECOND CONTE5T. 
(LEFT TO RIGHT) FREDDY HERNANDEZ, MICHAEL SIACA, EDWIN ARRIAGA AND SANDY GLORIA HOLDER, A " MARY JANE GIRL, " WAS A 4!h PLACE WINNER IN THE 37 
FIGUEROA WON is! PLACE IN THE FIRST CONTE5T WITH THEIR RENDITION OF JERMAINE SECOND SHOW. 
JACKSON'S " DYNAMITE." 
CLAUDmE DIXON. GLORIA HOLDER. CECILIA LEDESMA. LANCE WHITE. ISA A RAHIM·YOUNG. " LOUNGING AT THE 
WALDORF " 
GRETCHEN " GIGI" LEE. " SQUEEZE ME " 
KIMDERL Y DAVIS. WILLIAM DUSH (PIANIST). SUSAN 
NEIL. OSCAR SARASKY. " HOW YA DADY." 
ISA A. RAHIM·YOUNG SINGS " YOUR FEET'S TOO BIG." JIMMY UP,IUIlI .... NAMY LYTLE. LANEE WHITE. CEOLIA LEO£SMA. GP.£1CH£N 
1s1 ROW (LEn TO RIGHT) ISA A. RAHIM·YOUNG. NAMY LYTLE. LANEE WHITE. GLORIA HOLDER. SUSAN NEIl. 2nd ROW (LEn TO 
RIGHT) GRETCHEN " GIGI" LEE. CLAUDmE DIXON. RENE HURT. KIMBERLY DAVIS. VANESSA WHITE. DAMARIS RAMOS. THE COM· 
PANY SINGS " OFF TIME." 
"GlGI" LEE ... ND ... l..D£P,1 
LA FO!oIl"'INE OIDO 
SlNG ..... IN·, 
MISOENAVIN " 
J9 
THIS IS ONE WAY TO BECOME A PRIVILEGED AMERICAN. 
40 KING KONG AND HIS HAREM 
LOOK WHAT THIS QUACK DID TO MY FACEI WE DECIDED THAT WE'D SWAP OUTFITS FOR KICKS, 
R" CAN STAND FOR ROCKY OR RAMOO OR 
RASCAL FRANK LOPEZ. FIRST PRIZE WINNER 
1965 HALLOWEEN COSTUME CONTEST 
41 
(LEFT TO I\IGHT) KEVIN D. HOSTEN. DII\ECTOI\ OF THE LAGUAI\DIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE JAU DAND. 
MILTON DILLEGAI\D AND STEVEN TKACZ PEI\FOI\M FOI\ FACULTY AND STUDENTS. 
01\. PHILLIP LEI\MAN INTI\ODUCES MEMDEI\S OF THE PEI\FOI\MING MTS 
STAFF. 
(LEFT TO I\IGHT) MILTON MEJIA·HUI\TADO AND ANGELA 
MONTOYA PEI\FOI\M A SCENE mOM " THE OWL 
AND THE PUSSYCAT. " 
JOHN WILLIAMS. COOI\DINATOR OF 









THE LlNGEI\IE SCENE. 
SUSAN GIll!. PRESIDENT OF FASHION 
CLUD 
DIZMARK 
ELOA scon AND TODD SIMON 
DOlLiS LAROC. 
MARILYN AIKEN AND SEAN LYNCH 
HA YOEE LOPEZ. 
THE LINGERIE SCENE. 
FASHION SHOW TICKET SALES. 
FASHION SHOW RECEPTION. 
SEAN LYNCH. 
SOME OF EBONY'S DEST. SEAN THOMPSON. DOLUS 
LAROC, CARLOS ALVAREZ, SUSAN NEIl. 
45 
DAISY RODRIGUEZ, PRESIDENT 
OF STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
SHARES A HAPPY MOMENT WITH 
YVONNE CANNON ('80), 
ACTING DIRECTOR OF 
PURCHASING, 
46 
THEY'RE HERE! · 
YEARBOOK 
RECEPTIO~ 
THERESA DAGIS (FAR RIGHT) ENJOYS THE REPAST AT THE RECEPTION FOR THE '84 YEAROOOK, 
(LEFT TO RIGHT) NATHAN ST. JULES, CAROL SMYKOWSKI AND HARRIET JENKINS EXPRESS THEIR DELIGHT AT THE SCRUMPTIOUS 
DINNER SERVED AT THE YEARBOOK RECEPTION '84. 
MARIA GARZON 
CHECKS OUT THE 
'84 YEARDOOK. 
~IRLEY SAUL.:lUUI\ Y (" /Y) AND VINCENT DANREY, AGING DIREGOR OF STUDENT AGIVITIES ('77). 
DJ DAVID COTTO PUSHES THE 






JUAN A. SEGAI\I\A. VINCENT BANREY. MARINA DIAZ. 
VINCENT BANREY. HOI\AClO OWENS. MARINA DIAZ 
48 
TED SCHIFFMAN. GEORGE BERMUDEZ. MARGARET NEISS DISCUSS THE COVER 
AND COLOR OF THE YEARBOOK. 
MARINA DIAZ. JUAN A. SEGARI\A. GEORGE BERMUDEZ. IRENE LEBRON AND CATHY WHAN-ADDATE 
REVIEW THE STI\A TEGIES FOR THE PRODUGION OF THE YEARBOOK. 
HORACIO OWENS AND RAVI RANDA5S SELEcT PIGURES. 
Ihen lries 10 pur the finger on Gil's coverup. 
Aw, come on, Fronk. Even Sleven Wonder con see lhol Gil's absolulely blindfolded now. 
49 
An audience thoroughly Involved. 
50 
GIL EAGLES, POPULAR HYP-
NOTIST AND MENTALIST, AMAZ-
ED A CAPACITY AUDIENCE ON 
MAY 14, 1986, HIS FIFTH AP-
PEARANCE AT THE COLLEGE. 
If Gil says you stink. you stink! 
Interpreting for the hearing-Impaired students. 
A hoppy sludenr relurns paddle 10 Sherr! Coughmon. 
Recreation Staff 
STANDING (l. TO 1\.) Jose Gonzolez, Andrew J. Solugo, S,even O'Bryonr, Eric HoII, Leon Offley, Eorl Wynn. SIDING (l. TO p..) Jeffrey HIss, Horoce Somuel. 
51 
W~'r~ on me boll ... but w~'r~ bouncing Itl 
Even Deity Ooop con pump Iron. 
Prof. Fronk TImoni r~lves on award or me 10K roc~. Prof. lenor~ Oeoky ocknowledgt!s her owcrd with 0 smile. 
52 
Alex Umana concentrates on his rerum. 
Janelfe Vasquez: a master In the art of 
paddleboll. 





STUD liT GOY.BI •• IT 
STUDIIT GOUIGIL 1885 
,.. 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT. 1985-6 - STANDING (L. TO R.) SIeve Porker. Rlgoberro Serrono. Dryon Lezomo. Efroln Monlonez. 














NAZEEFA I JAMEER 
FRANTZ JEAN 
EfRAIN MONTAN Z 
MARGA RET M ORTEGA 
ANCY ROORIGUrZ 
I .S r LAZOUEl 
(7R, ' ALDRON 
!'UG e F WHI 
VANE!> 1\ WH 
'~ARON ST VALLE 
TARSIA JORDAN 
Eugenio While points out the best condldote. (She did win. by the way.) 
STDDIIT GODIGIL 1888 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT. 1966-7 - SEATED (L. TO R.) Tarshla Jordon. Nozeefa Jameer. Shoran St. Volle. Vanessa White. 







The Holrlan Club exhlblrs culrural art and artifacts or rhe Club Fair. 
Dol5po 
nOil-\a:lOBaMb 
Marlcruz Sounders and Horada Owens In ryplcal Panamanian dress for rhe Srudenr 
Club Fair. 
DaJans and Trinidadians folr all rlghr rogerher. 




(l. TO R.) Arrolloh Shobazz. doughter of Molcolm X; Councllmon Roger Green; Choncellor Murphy ond Dolsy Rodriguez celebrote the first notlonol Mortln Luther King 
holldoy or the Mortln Luther King High School. 
GOVERNMENT" 
FAC(JLTY & STAFF 
Harry Heinemann, Dean af Cooperative Education Susan S. Armiger, Dean of Externol Affairs, labor Relations and Personnel 
Joseph P. Stapletan. Dean of Administration. Judith l. McGaughey, Dean of Adult and Continuing Education. 
64 
STANDING (l. TO 1\.) Yvene Urqvhart, John GV9l1elmonl, Gertrvde Trocht, Karen Berry, Jon Sovl. Geroldlne Ovrman. SEATED Pres. 
Joseph Shenker. 
Office 0/ ihe ;]Jean 0/ AJminijirafion 
John leuillewlcz, Asst. Dean of Administration; Evelyn Grvber; Joseph P. Stapleton, Dean of Administration. 
65 
66 
o //ice 0/ ihe :J)ean 0/ :Jacult'J 
STANDING (L. TO R.) Dean Stephen Brown. Cossondro Dovls. Louise Frankel. Dorothy Cholek. Margaret Hilgenberg. Catherine 
Tillery. SEATED Morrin Moed. Vice-President and Dean of Foculry. 
STANDING (L. TO R.) Eve Ponogopoulos. Barbaro Corson. SEATED Dean Suson Armiger. NOT SHOWN Gus Hotzldlmltrlou. 
DIVISION OF STUDENT SERVICES 
Office of ike ::Dean 
(LEFT TO r.IGHT) William Hamilton. Dean of Students; lilian Delgado. Joyce Epstein. Lavergne Trawick. Peter Jonas. 
(LEFT TO r.IGHT) TOP r.OW Olga Vega-Molloy. Jane Schulman. Koren Pearl. Irene Hawks. Jacqueline Der.oso. Solly McCurdy. (LEFT TO RIGHT) BOTTOM ROW Robert 
Durfey. r.uth Lebovitz. Hilda Rosario - Asststont Deon of Studenr 5ervkes/Dlrecror of Counseling. Plerrfno Andrltsl. Judith Gazzola. Nino Bioine. 
67 
(LEFT TO RIGHT) DOnOM ROW Roseno Pelerkln. Moxlne Lonce. 
OUllronl. (LEFT TO RIGHT) TOP ROW Rkhord Holmes. Kyoko Toyomo. Monuel 
Perez. Steve Douz. 
Career and :Jran~/er 
Re~ource Center 
Moxlne McKenzie. Miriom Lorenzo. Iris Moroles 
(LEFT TO RIGHT) Joonn McNeil. Henrleno Coner. Sylvlo Royon. Nllda PJvero. 
oa Tessa Lewis. Renee DUller. 
(LEFT TO RIGHT) Emily Corrasqulllo. Jerolyn MinIer. Joon Edmonds. Mildred 
Oorros. Mukhror Surlro. Peggy Hendrkk. 
:J.inanciaf Aid ;Department 
(LEFT TO RIGHT) SlmNG Loulse Duronr. Rondy Wikle. Doreen Gombischler. 
(LEFT TO RIGHT) STANDING Potrklo Irvine. Stonley Rumph. Jone Golehouse. 
Donno [)(ooklns. Mono Jimenez. Andre Ourgos. Fronrzle Consronr. John 
Fuenres. Jean P.lchords. Lou Polefsky. 
JJeaftk Service~ 
(LEFT TO RIGHT) NoIrrtnn Horgon. Sondro J. Schiff. Cormen Prosclo. 
Accounting & managerial Studiej :J)ept. , 
(LEFT TO RIGHT) TOP Jim Cernlgllara. Ernesr Manshel. Narhanlel Lelchrer. Jeffrey Davis. Rober! Coiro. Elaine Leff. David Wenhelmer. (LEFT TO RIGHT) MIDDLE PafrlCk 
Who non. Namy Lyrle. Anrhany De Bernard. Charles Gibson. (LEFT TO RIGHT) OOnOM Gladys Presron. Barry Silverman. Fronk Tlmonl. Anne"e Siegel. Rose Tarre"a. 







(LEFT TO RIGHT) Nancy Sonrangelo. Bello Valenrln. Raymond Schoenberg. 
Social S cience :J)ept. 
TOP (LEFT TO RIGHT) Jeffrey Kleinberg. Joe l Millonzi. Erwin Reyes-Moyer. 
Richard Lieberman. Gllbeno Arroyo. (LEFT TO RIGHT) [lOnOM Geraldine 
Granr. John Hyland. Law rence Rushing. 
69 
(LEFT TO P.IGHT) Mildred P.oberrs. Iris R. Sutherlond. Elmyrlo Hull. Lorence Long. 
Mary Denroro. 
(LEFT TO RIGHT) Detsy Sliverfine. Thoddeus POllan. Don Horn. Rochoel 
Remenyl. 
Student AcfilJifie~ 2Jept. 
(LEFT TO P.IGHT) TOP ROW Kevin Riley. Vlncenr Bonrey. Morino Dloz. Olonco Arblto. Carolyn Taylor. Umoja Kwanguvu. George Oermudez. Luis Merchanr. (LEFT TO 
RIGHT) OOnOM ROW Fran Gibson. Ann Cohen. Catherine Whan. Afferre " Melody" Larore. MISSING Leo Newball. Orldger Davis. Audrey WIlliams. Edward Hollins. 
Horacia Owens. Marlcruz Sounders. 
70 
(LEFT TO RIGHT) OOnOM Porrlclo Calamari. Monico Rosenberg. Joan Roude. libby Gluck. Helen Pollock. Par O ·Donnell. (LEFT TO RIGHT) TOP Thomas Hladek. lillian 
Roppoporr. Thomas L. Smlrh. June Taylor. Kennerh Wynofsky. VIJoy Bhatia. Yvonne Connon. 
Office of CommunicalionJ 
(LEFT TO RIGHT) Bob Rosa. Angelo Srrkljo. Marilyn Brody. (LEFT TO RIGHT) Philip Cordone. Morrin Corrlcher. Bill Freeland. Randy Fader-Smlrh. 
71 
Continuing {;ducalion program 
(LEFT TO RIGHT) Deborah Strochan-Perkhe, lIndo Tobosh, Stella Schilling. 
(LEFT TO RIGHT) Steve O' Donnell, Ineother Watford, Gloria Ardnlegas, Dr. 
Richard K. lieberman, Richard Borr. 
Admijjion Office 
A IA 
(LEFT TO RIGHT) TOP ROW Jon Relmold, Olivia Corter, Jonnerte Rodriguez, Chris Williams, Helen Hourlllo , Angel Cora bolla, Deborah Holrston, Dean Eileen Mentone, 
Doreen Storie. (LEFT TO RIGHT) BOTTOM ROW Lynn Cheatham, Cathy Harris, Modellne Chavez, Sheila Clyburn, Ado Ortiz, Mary Yocoublon. 
72 
Compute,. Se,.vice~ 
(LEFT TO RIGHT) TOP ROW Sandro Dlglrschke. Corolyn A. Meno. Thomos Wood. Normon Perlmon. Morvin Welnboum. Shirley Erllrz. CynthlO Johnson. Anne McDonnell. 
MOille Tonksley. Allclo Colon. Irene Wong. (LEFT TO RIGHT) DOnOM ROW John Dellio. Augusro Morendo. Srephen Greene. 
Office of tire :J)ean of 
Adult Continuing f:ducalion 
(LEFT TO RIGHT) Enzo Lovonco. Shirley Saulsbury. Dennis Derry. Assoclore Deon. 
Jeon Wholley. Asslsront To Deon. Ken Comell. Asslsront Deon. Judy 
McGoughey. Deon. Rurh Miller. 
(LEFT TO RIGHT) Lynne Hoyde. Shello Gordon. Alexondrlo Lupu. 
73 
74 
(LEFT TO I\IGHT) TOP I\OW Cossondra Williams. Arlene Semaff. Thomas Fink. (LEFT TO I\IGHT) SECOND I\OW John Sliva. Terry Cole. I\osemarle Prinz. Lenore Beoky. 
Gilbert Muller. Alan Berman. George Groman. (LEFT TO I\IGHT) BOnOM I\OW Margaret Heath Johnson. Elaine Zablotny. Floren e Pasternock. Cecilio Macheskl. Dr. 
Sondra Sellers Hanson. 
Veleranj Cenler 
SEATED Laverne Allen. (LEFT TO RIGHT) Bruce Kurzlus. Coral Corter. Thereso 
Tyrell. Som Forrelll!. 
Adult ofearning Cenler Slall 
SEATED (LEFT TO RIGHT) Alexis D. Frazier. Kloudlo Rivero. STANDING (LEFT TO 
RIGHT) Volerle Strenk. Mindy Komln. I\ebecco Dobkin. 
GxfenJion program 
(LEFT TO 1\ GHT) John Gordo, Morlo Fernonodez. 
~afminiJfrafive ~erviceJ 
SEATED Eileen M. Murroy. (LEFT TO I\IGHT) STANDING Helen Koshkln, Vlvlon 
Lloyd, ldo Edwords, Debro Muldoon. 
Cooperative Gafucation :J)eparfmenf 
' ( , 
I 
(LEFT TO I\IGHT) DOnOM I\OW Lucy Werherlngron. Dorrie E. Willioms, Asslsronr Deon; Joner Cyril, Dorboro Gollo, Michelle Heffemon. (LEFT TO I\IGHT) SECOND I\OW 
Freemon McMillon, Eleonor 1\. Gillens, George 5chworrz, Judy Oleber, Jeffrey Welnrroub, Lori Gigonre, Michelle Sreworr. (LEFT TO I\IGHT) TOP I\OW Fernondo Oliver, 
Joon Helrner, Poulo Nesoff, Helen Perry, Irwin Felfer, Assoclore Deon; Morgo Turkel, Doris Ourr , Clolre Oorslc, 5oreeno Ouckwold, Mlchoel Fronk, John Weigel. 
75 
J axi ::Driver ..!)n~filufe 
(LEFT TO RIGHT) Monico G. Rlnoldl. Steven C. Broudl. (LEFT TO RIGHT) Shirley Miller. Fellsso BIenstock. 
76 
(LEFT TO RIGHT) FRONT ROW Mol Lee. Ann Covlness. Elaine Golembleskl. Jeon Corrington. Poullne lhedoro. Elolne Gordon. Sherry Doxey. Prof. Colene Wegner. Terry 
Porker. Prof. Alben Tolero. (LEFT TO RIGHT) REAR ROW Glodys Formon. Sovl Doss. Julchln Groce Hsln. Prof. Ann E. Coyle. Borry Corr. Wliliom Grouer. Mlchoel 
Considine. Roso Rodriguez. Prof. Kenneth Peeples. Phil Efrychlodls. Rudy Rijo. 
2:Jeparfmenf of -.JJumanifie~ 
TOP ROW (L. TO R.) Kevin Hosten. Lottie Feldman. Manuel Ramos-Otero. Gory Volio. Peter Brown. Jesus Fuentes. John Chaffee. Philip Lerman. John Williams. 
BOnOM ROW (L. TO R.) Pamela Parker. Sondra Card. Ana Marla Hernondez. Alberta Arnold. Carol Rlvero-Kran. 
9ranf~ 0 ff;.ce 
A UARD 
-' 
(L. TO R.) Gary Desrancesco. Dina Rodriguez. Yvette Bermudez. Ellen 
Altamura. Kay Zeloskowskl. 
TOP (L. TO R.) lillian Thomson. Eunice Person. Eric Horrlson. Ida Michael. Evelyn 
Pognanl. MIDDLE (l. TO R.) Audrey Owens. Sondra Watson. Janice Kyda. 
BOnOM (L. TO R.) Scott Adlerberg. Lorry Buskey. John McKie. Luann Pizzo. 
77 
Bu~ine~~ & Oul,.eack p,.og,.am 
(L. TO 1\.) Marlon I\onan. Morlan I\agouln. Despene Gozlonls. Joon Mandleur. 
planning, 2Je~ign & Con~l,.uclion 2Jepl. 
TOP ROW (L. TO R.) Jose Flores. Jorge Bonsenor. George Swensen. Jose 
Apolaya. Donati Espiritu. OOnOM ROW (L. TO fl. .) John Melick. Joyce 
Glaser. William Pan. MISSING Sergio Torres. Shahlr Ertan. Samson Chon. 
1st ROW (L. TO 1\.) Lindo Harris. Willie Pra"s. John Hemingway. 2nd ROW (L. TO fl..) Evelyn Leonard. Undo Salavarrla . Nancy Cintron. WIlIe"a Smllh. Ellen Eisenberg. 
3rc1 1\OW (L. TO 1\.) Anna Oriente-Delmore. Ruth Falconer. Nina Kenshorper. Kathy Peterson. Ginny Noonan. Harriet Mesulam. 4th I\OW (L. TO R.) John Buckley. 
Stephen Drown. Teddy Wltryk. Fred I\ewkowskl. Joseph Drelzler. Borbora Coleman. Pot Morson. Doris Mackie . Marilyn Dennington. 
78 
o / flee :Jeehnolog'J :J)eparfmenf 
TOP ROW (L. TO R.) Nancy Birdwell, Robert O 'Proy, Asllnen Jones, Eve Fischthol, Morganto Lopez, Marie Soclno-Ehrllch, Josephine Corso, Debra Williams. BOTTOM 
ROW (L. TO R.) Rosemary Sclafani, Katherine L1sontl, GISO Cardoso, Joann Lonoro, Deborah Horrell, Lindo Romas. 
BACK ROW (L. TO R.) Barboro Muir, Michael Hoban. FRONT ROW (L. TO R.) Olga Rodriguez, Don Aullclno, Lauro Resnick, Elizabeth Spk:er, Anne Murphy, DorIs 
Chorrow, Yvonne Carmen Powell, Dehlly Porros. 
79 
80 
STANDING (L. TO 1\.) Judy Gex. Jim Lydon. Mimi [)Iober. I\ashldo Azlz. Jock Gantzer. Groce Martinez. Corol Numrlch. Sumo Kurlen. SEATED (L. TO 1\.) Nancy Gross. 
Bernice Cohn. Sophie Kerbeykian. Lorraine Orla. Connie Chin. I\lck Henry. 
::Data proce33ing ::Department 
TOP I\OW (L. TO 1\.) Harvey Weiss. Norman Pollock. Toby Sharzoff. Irwin Wasserman. Mercedes Acosta. Joan Greenbaum. Gerold Meyer. Don Erlich. Jerry Uebner. 
Dodl Mulumba. Luz Gamba. OOnOM I\OW (L. TO 1\.) Dolores Cabage. Donald Davidson. Dorbara Mulhili . Meryl Sussman. I\obert Weidemann. Alice Franklin. 
Communil'J SerlJiCe3 program 
STANDING (L to R): Renee Doney. Doyo Koplon. Alon Champion. Pomelo Dinkins. Corole Lozorlsok. Terri Lopolme. Fern Khon. Dorlene McNeil. Stonley Sachs. SEATED 
(L to R): Molly McGuire. Joanne Ehret. Jone Morgules. Shirley Wright. 
per30nnet :1Jepartment 
TOP ROW (l TO 1\): Myro Sontlogo. Morle Morelli. Pot Girard. Tony Arbeloez. 
Helen Melldones. Barbara Schwarz. DOTTOM ROW (L TO R): Peggy Williams. 
Enelda I\lvos. Marda Ke/zs. EieanorChrlstlano. 
Support SerlJiCe3 
TOP ROW (L TO 1\): Ed Sisco. Ron Royalty. AI Longobardi. Moses Sounders. 
Mike Buonocore. I\achel Clark. MIDDLE I\OW (L TO R): Mike Accordlno. 
I\asol/nd Owens. Kathy Padilla. Debro Drown. June Callahan. DOTTOM ROW (L 
TO R): Sam Wolker. Angelo Kyrlocou. Miles Vaughn. Raymand Wili/ams. 
81 
82 
Top Row L to R: Sue Livingston. Honnolyn Wilkens. Estelle Schneider. Judy Wombu. Mary FJeldstod. Robert Levine. Cesar Flores. Middle Row L to 
R: Mono Goy. Michelle Patterson. Francine Brewer. John Holland. Irma Lynch. Christina Rosa. Oottam Row L to R: Craig Fleetwood. Lowell 
Newton. Ernest Nlerotka. Vergnlaud Angrand. 
TOP ROW (L TO R): Henry Poulsen (deceased July 1. 1Q86). Jon Stefan. AI Christiano. Peter Olson. Rlchord Solomone. Clifford Thompson. Joe Kump. Louis Manzle. 
MIDDLE ROW (L TO R): ViCTor Peslrt. Pavel Keel. Fronk Soparlta. Ronnie Roth. Marcos Lelvo. Ronnie McDowell. Peter Lablta. BOnOM (L TO R): Oorbora Ellis-Lopez. 
Florence Brownstein. Dennis Shurn. Aldina Morin. Lynda Webb. 
Fiorello H. LaGuardia Community College 
The City University of New York 
31-10 Thomson Avenue, Long Island City, N .Y. 11101 
Telephone (718) 626-5050 
Office of the President 
To the Graduating Closs of 1985/86: 
It is with great pleasure that I extend my congrN uiC't''' '1S to th~ graduating class of 1985 and 1986. 
September 1986 
I am pleased that through your hard work, dedi otion .. nd ,:>erseverance the goals that you estoblished for yourself 
a few years ago are now a reality. It is also gratifYing for me to know that the educational program at LaGuardia 
was able to support you and guide you toward the accomplishment of your goals. I hope that we have served 
you well. 
Your degree will soy to all that you have met the high standards and challenges of a college education . It is also 
proof that, once you establish a goal for yourself, you make sure it is accomplished. 







Fiorello H. LaOu.rd1a Community College THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK 
31-10 THOMSON AVENUE, LONG ISLAND CITY. NY. 11101 • Telephone (718) 826-2700 
September 1986 
Dear Graduating Class af 1985-86: 
I want to take this oppartunity to extend my sincere congrotulotions to the groduoting class of 1985-86. 
The commencement ceremony at which you will receive your diplomas does not mark an ending. but rather a new 
beginning. You have persevered and completed a rigorous course of study that has provided you with a solid academic 
background that w ill enable you to succeed. whether you choose to pursue a career ar go an for further education. It is a 
fine achievement of which you and your families can be proud and will serve as a foundation an which to build your 
future. 
Even thaugh you are leaving LaGuardia. I hape yau will remain in touch and become an active member of our growing 
alumni family . 
[3est w ishes for success and happiness always. 
Sincerely. 
Martin G. Moed 
Vice President / 
Dean of Faculty 
Fiorello H. laGuardia Community College THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK 
31 -10 THOMSON AVENUE. LONG ISlAND CITY. N.Y. 11101 • Telephone (718) 826-2700 
September, 1986 
Ta the Graduating Class af 1985/ 86: 
You are to be congratulated upon the campletion of your studies at LaGuardia . Yau should be proud of the personal 
commitment and perseverance you have demonstrated, of the skills and knowledge and you have acquired, and of the 
LaGuardia degree you have earned. 
Your Yearbook reflects several aspects of you and LaGuardia : classroom experiences, participation in co-curricular ac-
tivities, and various interactions - with teachers, w ith cooperative education coordinators, w ith counselors, w ith staff, 
and w ith your fellow students. I know that as you scan this Yearbook periodically throughout the caming years, you will 
enjoy remembering LaGuardia and the productive years you spent here. 
Again, congratulatians and best w ishes for the future ! 
Sincerely, 
William L. Hamiltan 















Dear Graduate : 
You have came to a closing of a chapter of your life and the beginning of onother. Stand proud on your oc-
complishments and gather strengths for those to come. Life is a series of challenges and realizotions for which you 
know no boundaries. You h9ve shown the discipline to achieve your greatest goal and all its rewards, so continue to 
fight for your dreams. 
On behalf of the Student Government and all LaGuordians, we would like to express our congratulations on your 











Mlthol Abdel-Rozlck LuzAdomes Adrienne Addison 
Awol Ahmed OlblAIi Troci Ames 
Audrey E. Anderson Orenda Anthony Patrice Argenzio 
/- "". 
88 
Elias Arlstlzabal Armando Arzu Debra Ashe 
Manica Aulestla Ingrid Austin Juana I3atlsta 
Arturo l3ecera Anna l3eekhee Marla l3ejarano 
89 
Natalie Blow Edna Bonito Leanar Bustamante 
Yolanda Bustillos Norma Caceres Luz Cancel 
Onelia Costilla Stephanie Chavous AI-Fang Chen 
Sharon Bush appears on page 111 . 
QO 
Rosa Colon LOis Connell Victoria Corodln 
Freddy Cordero Rhonda Cox Argentino Cruz 
Isaias Cruz Lauro 0 ' Antoni Judy Oorrien 
91 
Stanley Dash Gloria De los Santos Ruth Dhonroj 
Diona Dloz Sondra Dioz Posquolino Di Vito 
Anjonie Dookle Jonine Durso Elino Espinosa 
92 
Sondra Euvin Ruth Falconer Maureen Farley 
Mlgdalia Feliciano Marlo Flores Olga Forero 
Janet Fortune Frances Gabrie Carlos J. Gallego 
93 
Elsa Garcia Janet Garcia Virginia Garcia 
Martha Gary Glenis George Sharon-Lou Gibson 
Kecia Gibert Irene Gonzalez Ximena Goyzueta 
94 
Sonia Guerra Joyce Guerrero Will iam Gumbs 
Carlos Gutierrez Marlo Gutierrez Yiping Guo 
Ingrid Harrington Joy Harrington Faye Harrison 
95 
Trlstlna Hayes Peggy Hendrick Patricia Henry 
Patricia Hernandez Catherine Hoffman Mary-Ann Hagan 
Juichln Hsln Dlnesh Idnanl Tanya Jenkins 
96 
CYNTHIA JOHNSON EDNA JOHNSON LISA JOHNSON 
DORETHA JONES SARAH JONKER-!3URKE ANNETTE JOSEPH 
GERMANIA JUSTO ASHAKI KAM!30N ZA!3EEDA KHAN 
97 
EUNJOO KO CELESE LAMMERS LOURANE LAWRENCE 
BLANCA LEAL JESSIE LECORPS JONATHAN LEE 
(' 
DETRIA LEGG ROSA LEVANO LUZ LUGO 
98 
NAMY E. LYTLE PAUL MACKLIN EARL MAJETIE 
JOHN MANGIONE DOROTHY MAROUSEK ANGEL MARTINEZ 
CHRISTINE MARTINEZ WANDA MARTINEZ-VELEZ YVETIE MARTINEZ 
99 
GRISELLE MEDINA GRENDA MERCER FREDDY MERIZALDE 
THEOLA MILLER SHEILA MIRAGEL ROSA IRIS MIRANDA 
SONIA MOLINA ROSALIA MONTENEGRO JUDITH MONTPEROUS 
100 
DEORAMOORE MARY MOORE BLANCA MORALES 
WANDA MORALES CATHERINE MORSA CHERYL MURRAY 
MARIA-CRISTINA NARANJO CARLOS NAVAS ANNA NG 
101 
FIDELIO NIEVES CESAR OCANDO ANASOMAR 
ROLANDO ORTIZ ANGEL PADILLA RUTH PADILLA 
TERESA PEARSON VICTOR PEREZ ALISON PETERKIN 
102 
CELINE PETIT NELSON PINILLA MIRYAM PINO 
KIMM PRINGLE JACQUELINE RAHEIM AZIZUR RAHMAN 
HAMIMUR RAHMAN ROHONIE RAMDHANNY ANA RAMOS 
100 
ELIZABETH RAMOS JOHANNA RAMOS DANEITE RAMSEY 
TRACY RANDOLPH VIRGINIA READE MELBA REYES 
ARLENE RIVERA CYNTHIA ROBINSON MARCELLA ROBINSON 
104 
TERESA ROBINSON GILMARODAS ELIZABETH RODRIGUEZ 
JACQUELINE RODRIGUEZ JOSE RODRIGUEZ LOURDES RODRIGUEZ 
MIRTHA RODRIGUEZ RAUL RODRIGUEZ BEVERL YN ROGERS 
105 
GERMAINE ROGERS AMANDA ROMERO EARL ROSE 
LARRY ROSNER ANGELO RUSSO JOSEFINA SAAVEDRA 
RUBEN SAAVEDRA DIANA SANABRIA AIDA SANCHEZ 
106 
ANDREW SANDERS SAKINA SANTIAGO RUTH SARMIENTO 
BRUCE SCHA IT JORGE SHIMAI3UKU DE130RAH SINCLAIR 
DEREK SMALL JESSERIA SMITH ROSE MAY SOLAGES 
107 
ISABEL SOTO MARII3El SOTO SONIASOTO 
LORENZO SPELLMAN ANDREA SPENCER DEI3RA SURAN 
SUNEE SUTIKORNCOMPEE MARISSA TAVAREZ KAREN TAYLOR 
108 
MARCIA THOMAS T A WANDA THOMAS JACQUELINE THOMAS-JEAN 
JOEL JANE THOMPSON EMMA THORNTON ROCIOTRIGO 
ELAINE VELEZ ELlZAOETH VIALIZ PAMELA WALLACE 
109 
MULUNESH WENDIFRA W MARILYN WHYTE DARRELL WILLIAMS 
LUCILLE WILLIAMS RITA WILLIAMS SUSAN WILLIAMS 
CORDELIA WILLIS TRACY WOLFE HILDA ZAOALA 
110 
JOHN ZAI3ALA JOSEPHINE ZARA VIA SHARON I3USH 
111 
112 
HONORS NIGHT 1985 
-.------~--~ 
KAY ZELASKOWSKI (FEATURED ELSEWHERE IN " LAGUARDIA WORKS" ) RECEIVED THE HERB ALTSCHULER MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP AWARD FORM PRO-
FESSOR IRWIN FIEFER (LEFT), ASSOCIATE DEAN OF COOPERATION EDUCATION; VICE PRESIDENT MARTIN MOED IS AT RIGHT. 
RECIPIENTS OF THE DEAN OF FACULTY AWARDS, (VICE PRESIDENT MOED, .:lrd. FROM LEFT; EMILY CARRASQUILLO, HONORS NIGHT COORDINATOR 
SEATED AT FAR RIGHT). 
DOROTHY MAROUSEK AND DINA KHUSHALANIRECEIVED AWARDS mOM GILDmTO ARROYO. CHAIRPERSON OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT. 
SUSAN HYDE. WINNER OF THE WINSTON DAVIDSON MEMORIAL A W MD. WITH JON SAUL OF STUDENT SERVICES. 
11J 
114 
RICHARD HAMILTON. DINA LAPIRA AND DIVA LAPIRA RECEIVED THE DIVISION OF STUDENT SERVICES AWARDS FROM DEAN HILDA ROSARIO. 
DR. ALAN CHAVES OF LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY DROUGHT FULL FOUR YEAR SCHOLARSHIPS AND CAMPUS TEE SHIRTS TO DEATRICE ALVAREZ AND 
MERCEDES ARAQUE FOR OUTSTANDING SERVICE TO THE DATA PROCESSING DEPARTMENT. PIGURED LEFT: INTERPRETER FOR THE HEARING-IMPAIRED 
STUDENTS. 
EMILY CARI\ASQUILLO, AS COORDINATOR OF THE HONORS CERE-
MONY, WELCOMES THE AWARDEES AND THEIR GUESTS. AT LEFT IS THE 
INTERPRETER FOR HEARING- IMPAIRED STUDENTS 
PRESIDENT JOSEPH SHENKER GREETS THE HONORS NIGHT AUDIENCE. 














YVETIEAOOOTI HARRY ACOSTA OAROARA ADDISON 
SADIA AHMADY CARMEN AIOA ELlZAOETH ALEMAN 
MARIA ALERS SANDRA ALLEN TAIRA ALLEN 
11 8 
MARIA AMARILLA EMMA EMPUERO GLENN ANDERSON 
WANDA ANDINO JAIME AGUILAR GLORIA ARCINEGAS 
CHRISTINE ASHY SHEIK Alil CATHERINE [3ARRIENTO 
119 
CONSUELO OAQUERO CHAMPA OASANT ELNA OASTIEN 
JOANNE OAXTER ARELL Y OENA YIDES OLGA OENITEZ 
MAKSUDA OHULYAN AKRIEL OLAKE DONNAOONA 
120 
ANA 130NILLA FATIMA 130NSENOR JACQUELYN 130YNTON 
ANDREA I3ROOKS HAFSAH I3ROWN CLARISE I3RYANT 
LEONORA I3YCOT IVY I3UNTON DORA CAMACHO 
121 
ROBERT CAMPBELL VERONICA CARTER BRENDA CARTER 
DIANA CASTILLO EDWINA CASTRO LUl CASTRO 
VINCENT CECOLINI JAIME CHA VEl MARY CHERRY 
122 
LEONORA CHISHOLM AMY CHOW AMARI LIS CHTlEJ 
GAIL CLEMENT MILAGROS COLLAZO PATRICIA CORBIN 
RUTH CORDONA MARIA CORTES SONIA CUEVAS 
123 
JENNIFER D'ADDARIO R013IN DANIELS MICHELLE DAVIS 
MYRA DEAN GUARINA DELA ROSA MONIQUE DERRICK 
SALVADOR DIODONET MANUELA AL13UJA DONOSO LINDA DOUGLAS 
124 
YVROT DUPLAN ALOMIA EDINSON MINNIE EDWARDS 
ROSE FAYE ElLEN CARMEN ESC013AR FELIX ESPINALES 
ROSA FALCONES CATHY FEIMER JORLLE FERNANDEZ 
125 
MARIE FERNANDEZ STEPHENIE FIELDS FAUSTO FIENCO 
GLORIA FLOREZ SERGIA FRANCO TERRENCE FREDERICK 
LILA GARCIA ORLANDO GARCIA MONA GAY 
• MIRIAM GARCIA CAN !3E FOUND ON PAGE 146. 
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PHYLLIS GEORGE STACEY GII3[3S ALTHEA GILLARD 
XIOMARA GIREN SUSAN GIZZI DAVID GLOVER 
LUIS GOMEZ NARCISA GOMEZ ANA GONZALEZ 
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MIRIAM GONZALEZ THOMAS GORDON DELORES GRAHAM 
CAROL GRAHAM FLORA GRIGHO LEONEL GUERRA 
NORMA GUPPY MARIA C. GUIO ISOLDA HARDING 
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LESLIE HARPER JUDITH HARRIS CARLOS HEINERT 
CARMEN HIDALGO PATRICIA HUFFAKER JUSTO E. il3ARRA 









JAE SUNG KIM 
BRANDON KAAREN KAMINI KANHAI 
CYNTHIA KERR PEGGY KERR 
CYNTHIA KING JOHN LACEY 
EDNA LAGUNA 13HARATI LALWANI YANG LAO 
WENDY LAU MAPJOLLE LEGROS SIYA LI 
13RUNHILDE Ll13ASSI ANTOINETTE LITTLE SHAO HUA LlU 
1.31 
MARGARITA LOPERA AMPARO LOPEZ RAJENDRA LOTWALA 
ROI3IN LUCAS AIDA MARCIAL KERN MARTINEZ 
HAYDEEMAYTA DARNEL McADAMS MICHELLE McKAY 
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ELOWE McKENZIE NADJA MELENDEZ MARIAMENA 
MARIA MILLAN DONNA MILLER SABRINA MILLER 
WALTER MILLER YOLANDA MILLER GLORIA MONROY 
MILDRED MORALES NAPOLEON MORALES MARIA MORAN 
YOLANDA MOREIRA ZAIDA MULERO CATALINA MUNOZ 
CRISTIANA NIEUWKERK WILLIAM NIEVES SARAH N0[30A 
134 
ELlZAOETH ORAMA OELINDA ORTA NANCY ORTIZ 
MARLENE OSLE PATRICIA OWENS SANTO PANI 
ORUCEPAYNE CARMEN PENA XUAN PENG 
135 
MARGGY PERALTA RUBEN PERAZA CAROLYN PEREZ 
EVELYN PEREZ JAIME PEREZ NITZA PEREZ 
DEOMATIE PERSAUD DIANA PERTHUN LUCIEN PETIT 
1.:36 
ALASTAIR PHAYME HELEN PHO MICHELE PINE 
HECTOR PINEDA MARGARITA PINEROS NELSON PRADA 
DENISE PREUDHOMME EDITH PRIETO AIHUAQUEK 
137 
ALBA QUIROZ MARGIT RACZ JULIO RAGASA 
I 
DELIA RAMIREZ LILLIAN RAMIREZ SAJJAD RAMZANALI 
LISA RICKETTS ALBERTO RIVERA ELIZABETH RIVERA 
138 
TASHA R013INSON ANNE MARIE ROC A WILDA RODRIGUEZ 
DAISY RODRIGUEZ EVELYN RODRIGUEZ GRACIELA RODRIGUEZ 
JANNETTE RODRIGUEZ ROSA RODRIGUEZ NELSON ROLDON 
139 
GLADYS ROMERO VIVIAN ROMERO MAURICE M. ROMULUS 
JUANA ROSARIO EDDIE ROSERO LESLEY ROSEMOND 
MARIA E. SALDARRIAGA DIANE SANCHEZ JUANA SANCHEZ 
140 
MIGUEL SANCHEZ RENE SANTALIS JOHN SCHNITZLER 
MARK SAVERY RIGOBERTO SERRANO LI SHA 
W AHEDA SHADY MARVIA SIDBERRY CECILIA SILGUERO 
141 
R013YN SIMMONS VI NAY SINGH ANDREW SISCARETTI 
TRISHA SOMERVILLE CLIFF SONNEN13ROT TlANKO SOWELLS 
MARIA SPLETZER CAROL SQUIRE MIRAM SUAREZ 
142 
LALITA SUKHLAL I3ETTY TAM I3EA TRICE TARTT 
SAN SAN TAN MAXIMAS TERRAZAS ROI3ER T THOMAS JR. 
CARLINE THOMAS JOEL THOMPSON VALERIE THORPE 
143 
ROBIN TOLIVER BAIDWATTIE TOOLASPRASHAD GILMA TORRES 
LUZ TORRES IEDA TUESTA SANDRA UPSHAW 
MARTHA UZCA FELIX VALERA BRENDA VARGAS 
144 
CECILIA VARGAS MARGARITA VEGA MARGIE VELAZQUEZ 
GERARDO VILLA DEBORAH WALKER PETER WANG 
YVETIEWARD AEILEEN WEIDEN130SCH FREDRINA WESTON 
145 
GEORGE WILLIAMS THERESA WILLIAMS YOLANDA WILLIAMS 
FELIPE WONG-KUON LISA WOODS OLLIE YEE 
/ 









SHIRLEY SAULSDURY RECEIVES THE HERD ALTSCHULER MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP AWARD FROM DEAN JUDITH 
McGAUGHEY AND DEAN IRWIN FEIFER. 
ISA A. RAHIM RECEIVES HUMAN SERVICES AWARD FOR 
OUTSTANDING ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AND 
LEADERSHIP FROM PROF. JOSEPH McPHEE. 
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JULIO FELIX, RECIPIENT OF THE QUEENS PERSONNEL 
MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION AWARD, ACCEPTS HIS 
AWARD FROM MS. ANDREA GOULD. 
PROF. ANA MARIA HERNANDEZ WITH ANGELA 
STRKUA, RECIPIENT OF HUMANITIES DEPARTMENl 
ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT IN ART AWARD. 
RICHARD HAMILTON PROUDLY DISPLAYS HIS 
AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING SERVICE FROM THE 
PROGRAM FOR OLDER ADULTS, PRESENTED DY 
ASSOCIATE DEAN DENNIS DERRY. 
CEREMONY 1986 
)AISY RODRIGUEZ. RIGHT. RECIPIENT OF oum ANDING SERVICE AWARD. POSES 
/11TH ROSA GRASI. LEFT. RECIPIENT OF THE DEAN DAVIDSON MEMORIAL A WARD 
IND DEAN HILDA ROSARIO. CENTER. 
ASSOCIATE DEAN DENNIS BERRY PRESENTS ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS TO EXTENDED 
DAY STUDENTS. 
LEANA FEBLES. SAJJAD RAMZANALI. NORMA T. AMATO. MARGIE VElASQUEZ. ELSA MARMOL. WENDY 
HEPPARD AND ALTHEA GILLARD ARE ALL RECIPIENTS OF DIVISION OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATION AWARDS 
ilHICH WERE GIVEN BY MS. ANDREA GOULD. 
ISABEL AUGUGLIARO. RECIPIENT OF THE LONG ISLAND 




A HAPPY REGGIE LANE CHATS WITH DAISY RODRIGUEZ, CLASS PRESIDENT. MS. EVANGELINE GOULETAS-CAREY RECEIVES Tl-IE 
PRESIDENT'S MEDAL FROM PRESIDENT JOSEPH 
SHENKER. 
150 
DAISY RODRIGUEZ (LEFT), REPRESENTING THE CLASS OF '86, ADDRESSES THE GRADUATES AND, ABOVE, PROUD· 
LY SHOWS AN AWARD PRESENTED BY ASSOC. DEAN DENNIS BERRY. 
" EVERY PIGURE TELLS A STORY, DOESN'ToIP" 
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IN MEMORY OF 
PROF. RONALD C. MILLER 
MENTOR AND COLLEAGUE 
WHO FORMULATED AND 
SHARED OUR DREAMS AND WHOSE 
CREATIVITY AND INSIGHT TURNED 
THESE DREAMS INTO REALITY 




ASTRONAUTS ELLISON S. ONIZUKA, CHRISTA McAULIFFE, GREGORY D. JARVIS, JUDITH A. RESNIK, MICHAEL J. SMITH, FRANCIS R. SCODEE AND RONALD E. 
McNAIR 
This page is dedicated to the brave astronauts who died in space on 
January 28, 1986. We, the students of LaGuardia C.C., want the world 
to know that to us the astronauts will never be forgotten because their 
spirit and goal to reach beyond the stars still lives within our hearts. 
We are proud that America did not regard the tragic mishap as an end 
to its interplanetary quest, but continued its determination to reach the 







31-27 THOMSON AVE. 
LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y. 11101 
CONaRA.TULATIONS 
TO ALL aRA.DUATLNa STUD£NTS 
FROn 
CO LLffi'LA. T£ :BOOJGSTO:R:ES A. T 
LA.aUARD'LA. COnnUN1TY COLLffi£ 
Weddings, Christenings, Parties, 
Bar & Basmitzvahs, etc ... 
YOU NAME IT, WE DO IT! 
Automotiquc . 
Inc' 
TO SUIT YOUR 
TASTE 
YOUR SPACE OR MINE? 
THIS COULD BE YOUR SPACE 
BUT YOU DIDN'T CLAIM ITI 
PLACE YOUR AD HERE 
IN THE NEXT YEARBOOK. 
COME TO ROOM M-115 
OR CALL 718-482-5191 
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We at Classic Pictures are proud of the part we 
have had in helping to make your yearbook a 
permanent reminder of your school years , 
recording with photographs one of the happiest 
and most exciting times of your life. 
" Best of Luck " 
~IIIC plCtur •• Inc. 
~ .. PHOTOGI.PH.IS 
30·98 STEINWAY STREET 
ASTORI A , N.Y. 11103 
Yearbook Committee 
Yearbook Committee 
T earbook Committee 
Project Director ....... . .. . .. . ... . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . .. . . . .. VINCENT BANREY 
Asst. Project Director . . .. . . . ...... .... .. .. . . .... .. . . . .. . ... . ... . ... CATHY WHAN 
Editor-in-Chief . .... . . ... . .. .. ... .. .. . . . .. . . . .. ..... . .. . ..... . . . MARGARET NEISS 
Layout Editor . . ....... .... .... . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . ... .. . . . .. . HORACIO OWENS 
Asst. Layout Editor ... . . .. . ... . .. .. . ... . .. . . .......... .. . . . . . MARICRUZ SAUNDERS 
Copy Editor/Captain Editor .................... .. . . ... .... .. . . . . UMOJA KW ANGUVU 
Typesetter ...... ... . . . . . ... . .. . .. . ... .. .. .... . .. . .. . ... .. ... EDWARD HOLLINS 
Cover Artist . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DA VID VAZQUEZ 
End Sheets Photo . . .. . ... .. .... . . . .. .. . . .. . . . .............. . . . YOUNG BAEK CHOI 
Finance Manager .. . . . • . . . .. ..... .... .. . . .. .... .. . . .. . . . . . ... GEORGE BERMUDEZ 
Photographers . .... . . . .. . . . ... .... . .. . .. . . .. ... .... .. .. . . .. . .. HORACIO OWENS 
MARINA DIAZ, MARGARET NEISS, LORI GEORGE, 
RANDY FADER SMITH, UMOJA KWANGUVU, 
JUAN SEGARRA, PETER ABBATE, CLASSIC STUDIO 
Production Staff 
HORACIO OWENS, MARGARET NEISS, MARINA DIAZ, 
UMOJA KWANGUVU, MARICRUZ SAUNDERS, IRENE LEBRON, 
ARLENE BANREY, QUAALAN SAMUELS, MAYRA MALDONADO, 
CATHY WHAN, RAVI RAMDASS, GEORGE BERMUDEZ, 
BLANCA ARBITO, EDWARD HOLLINS, BRIDGET DAVIS 
Feature Writers 
YVONNE CANNON AND HARRIET ASCHOFF .. .. . ... . .. . . . . . . .. ... . . " LaGuardia at Work" 
GEORGE BERMUDEZ . .. . . .. . .. ..... .. ... . " Mayor LaGuardia, A Civil Rights Political Leader" 
SCOTT ENGEL . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . ... ..... .. .. . . . . . . .. ...... . .. " Statue Of Liberty" 
JEFFREY DAVIS .. . .. . ..................... . ............... . " Tribute to Ron Miller" 
MARICRUZ SAUNDERS . . . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .... . .... .. .... .. . . .. ..... " Challengers" 
CASSANDRA WILLIAMS . . . . . .. .. . .. .. . ........ . .... " King: The Vision and the Fulfillment" 
Special Thanks to 
TED SCHIFFMAN ....... .... ..... . .. . ... .. .. ....... . .. Taylor Publishing Company c/o 
RICHARD LIEBERMAN . . . . . . .. .. .. .... . . ..... .. . .... Director of LaGuardia Archives, and 
BARBARA NISS ... . .. . . . . . . ... .. .. . .. . .... . .. .. .. Associate Archivist, for assistance and 
photographs for the Mayor LaGuardia section. 
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mlJis tributr is giurn witlJ lour anil apprrriation to liro 
Nrwball for tlJr 14 urars of ilriliration anil innouation tlJat 
mailr .tuilrnt Artiuitirs tlJr wrll-rquippril anil rffirirnt srruire 
unit tlJat it is toilau. 
_itlJ lioue, 
mlJr .tuilrnt Artiuities Ilrparment 
LEO NEWllALL. LEFT. DIRECTOR OF STUDENT 
ACTIVITIES mOM 1971 TO 1986. REVIEWS A 
PROPOSAL PRESENTED llY PHIL NELSON. DESIGNER 
AND SALES REPRESENTATIVE mOM THE APPLE 
COMPANY. 
